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Abstract. Implementation of optogenetic techniques is a recent addition to the neuroscientists’ preclinical
research arsenal, helping to expose the intricate connectivity of the brain and allowing for on-demand direct
modulation of specific neural pathways. Developing an optogenetic system requires thorough investigation
of the optogenetic technique and of previously fabricated devices, which this review accommodates. Many
experiments utilize bench-top systems that are bulky, expensive, and necessitate tethering to the animal.
However, these bench-top systems can make use of power-demanding technologies, such as concurrent elec-
trical recording. Newer portable microdevices and implantable systems carried by freely moving animals are
being fabricated that take advantage of wireless energy harvesting to power a system and allow for natural
movements that are vital for behavioral testing and analysis. An investigation of the evolution of tethered, port-
able, and implantable optogenetic microdevices is presented, and an analysis of benefits and detriments of each
system, including optical power output, device dimensions, electrode width, and weight is given. Opsins, light
sources, and optical fiber coupling are also discussed to optimize device parameters and maximize efficiency
from the light source to the fiber, respectively. These attributes are important considerations when designing and
developing improved optogenetic microdevices. © 2015 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1
.NPh.2.3.031206]
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1 Introduction
The introduction of targeted photostimulation on opsin-express-
ing neuronal cells provides the potential to transform our insight
into the neural circuitry associated with complex behaviors. In
particular, research on treatment of psychiatric mood disorders
is expected to benefit from optogenetic techniques.1–4 More
broadly, neuroscience will benefit, and preclinical psychiatric
research models stand to gain much through this approach.
This may aid in our comprehension of how conscious behaviors
are altered through pathway modulations that resemble disease
states.5,6 Furthermore, conventional treatment options have lim-
ited efficacy and significant side-effects, and the development of
novel therapies is dependent on advances in neurobiology to
identify druggable targets.7,8 Therefore, in order to both under-
stand the brain’s complexity and determine safe treatment
methods, it is necessary to advance behavioral research by
modulating brain activity through the optogenetic method in
appropriate animal models. However, caveats exist to conven-
tional benchtop optogenetic systems in that they are bulky,
expensive, inefficient, and require the animal to be tethered to
receive photostimulation.
Tethering of the animal is one particular limitation of current
optogenetic systems. Tethering increases experimental risks due
to tangling of the optical fiber cord around the animal or through
the experience of unintended rotational forces when connected.
These issues confound natural behaviors that are essential for
interpreting behavioral data. In general, behavioral tests should
mimic previously validated studies rather than be unnecessarily
modified.9 Having these established comparisons allows
researchers to better correlate behaviors with the induced neural
modulations. In the optogenetic technique, tethering the animal
to the benchtop light source and control system substantially
reduces the reproducibility of validated behavioral tests. One
solution to this issue is to miniaturize the entire system such
that photostimulation can be controlled and delivered through
a wearable or implanted microdevice, ensuring minimal behav-
ioral disturbances originate from the optogenetic system.
Despite the advantages for investigators to utilize a portable
optogenetic system for neuromodulation research, the complex-
ities in developing these microdevices necessitate advanced fab-
rication techniques and novel electronic components. Another
difficulty arises when optimizing the coupling efficiency
between the light source and the optical fiber to deliver adequate
light power output while minimizing energy consumption.
Therefore, many research groups continue to evolve tethered
systems, focusing advances on unique optical electrodes and
recording capabilities. As many research groups aim to develop
their own device for their specific research protocols, taking an
optogenetic microdevice from conception to production requires
an extensive examination of both previously developed devices
and cutting-edge technologies that can be implemented. To do
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this effectively, a current investigation of tethered, portable, and
implantable devices is required for the analysis of the techno-
logical direction that these devices are taking, the studies they
are facilitating, the advanced components each utilizes, as well
as important parameters critical to each of their designs.
2 Optogenetics
2.1 Opsins
Optogenetics induces modulations in the activity of transfected
neurons that express opsins on their membrane surface. When
activated by light, these opsins function as channels that allow
passage of specific ions to either depolarize or hyperpolarize the
cell, affecting signal transmission. The result is the ability to
control activation patterns of specific transfected cells through
light delivery.10 Viral vectors are commonly used to transfect
neurons in vivo. The virus is modified to only target certain
cell types, for example, only those cells with Cre-positive
expression.11 Once targeted, the virus splices the opsin-encoding
DNA into the neuronal cell genome at the site of virus injection.
Global opsin expression can alternatively be accomplished
by genetically engineering transgenic animals. Each type of
opsin has unique properties in terms of which ions it gates
and what wavelengths activate it. Opsins commonly used for
optogenetics research include halorhodopsin, channelrhodopsin,
and archaerhodopsin (Table 1). Here we include the optimal
activation wavelength for these opsins, as well as their effective
power density for 50% activation (EPD50). EPD50 measures
photostimulation sensitivity of opsins independent of opsin
expression levels, indicating how much optical output an
optogenetic system needs to activate certain opsin types. With
advances in genetic engineering, opsins can be developed to
respond to a wider range of stimulation parameters, function
through unique gating types, and have different sensitivities to
light. Opsins have traditionally acted as channels to change ionic
concentrations inside the cell. Opsins have also been engineered
to activate second messenger systems, such as the OptoXR’s
Opto-α1AR (IP3, DAG Recruiting GPCR) and Opto-β2AR
(cAMP Recruiter GPCR), which both activate at 473 nm.12
2.2 Light Sources
Optimizing light sources and a delivery system is necessary to
activate opsins at the region of interest, as optical penetration
through brain tissue is relatively low from the cortical surface.
Therefore, in order to modulate deeper brain regions, the light
beam would need to be sufficiently strong at the site of stimu-
lation. This is typically achieved through the use of optical
fibers, but miniature light sources implanted into the brain
can also be used. The light source must be powerful enough
to penetrate enough tissue volume and stimulate the entire
region of interest. Modeling light transmission through brain
slices aids in determining how much light is required and can
be calculated using the Kubelka-Munk equation for diffuse scat-
tering media.
T ¼ 1ðS × zÞ þ 1 ; (1)
where T is the transmission fraction, S is the scattering coeffi-
cient per unit thickness, and z is the thickness of the sample.19
This simplified model demonstrates that transmission efficiency
is inversely proportional to the scattering coefficient. Among the
visible light spectrum (∼400 to 900 nm), transmission loss from
scattering is much greater than transmission loss from tissue
absorption.20,21 This implies that the tissue scattering coefficient
is an important indicator of light transmission through the brain
tissue. For mice, the best fit scattering coefficient is 11.2 mm−1,
while for rats, the best fit scattering coefficient is 10.3 mm−1.15
Aravanis et al. measured a 50% reduction in fiber-coupled
optical power through 100 μm of brain tissue penetration that
increased to 90% after 1 mm of tissue depth using a 20 mW
laser diode system.15 Laser systems penetrate through tissue
with greater efficiency due to their low angle of incidence and
high numerical aperture (see Sec. 2.3). The light exiting this
200 μm multimodal fiber outputs is considerably high at
∼380 mW∕mm2 and spreads at an angle of 32 degwith a numeri-
cal aperture of 0.37. Neuronal activation is achievable at least
1.4 mm from the fiber tip, where optical power is at least
1 mW∕mm2 and covers a 1 mm diameter cross-section. With
such high levels of tissue penetration and optical power, laser-
based systems have proven useful in early optogenetic experi-
ments. The first experiments demonstrating neuronal activation
through a light source were performed in 1971 by Richard
Fork using a 488 nm blue laser light at Bell laboratories.22
Their experiments required an extremely high level of irradiance
(140 mW∕mm2), achievable through laser systems, to activate
native abdominal ganglia of marine mollusks. Karl Deisseroth,
who coined the term “optogenetics,” first demonstrated millisec-
ond-timescale activity control of Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR-2)
transfected mammalian cells using a 300 W xenon lamp in
2005.16 Since then, several light delivery devices have been intro-
duced, including light-emitting diodes (LEDs), organic LEDs
(OLEDs), liquid crystal displays (LCDs), halogen lights, and arc
lamps.More recent systems have adoptedLEDsystems over laser
systems due to benefits in price, instrument size, beam stability,
Table 1 Characteristics and parameters of various opsins used in optogenetics.
Opsin type Opsin subfamily Gate type Activation λ (nm) EPD50 (Ref. 13)
Channelrhodopsin ChR-2 Cation channel 46014–16 1.3 mW∕mm2
Channelrhodopsin VChR1 Cation channel 58917,18 ∼0.5 mW∕mm2
Halorhodopsin eNpHR3.0 Chloride pump 58913 5.4 mW∕mm2
Archaerhodopsin Arch Proton pump 56612 ∼7.5 mW∕mm2
Note: EPD50, effective power density for 50% activation.
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and high frequency temporal precision.23 Despite the high power
intensities achievable through laser-based systems, sufficient
levels to activate ChR-2 proteins with 470 nm photostimulation
are modest, with the minimum spiking irradiance being between
0.1 and 1 mW∕mm2 (or 106 to 107cd∕mm2).24 At intensities
<0.1 mW∕mm2, ChR-2 response falls below 10%.25 High-inten-
sity light sources, such as arc lamps16,26 and lasers,15,27,28,29 can
achieve these optical outputs, as well as many LEDs;30–32 how-
ever, their function is limited to single-point illumination and
whole-field illumination. OLEDs and LCDs, on the other
hand, produce greater spatial resolution on two-dimensional
arrays, but fall short on providing adequate irradiance for photo-
activation (on the order of 1 × 10−4 mW∕mm2, three orders of
magnitude too low to activate ChR-2).33Many newer optogenetic
systems rely on LED light such as that developed by Clements
et al.23 Their LED optogenetic system delivers adequate photo-
stimulation to ChR-2 transfected neurons in mice to induce a
freeze behavioral response,with peak light output from the device
measuring at 29.6 mW through a 465 nm LED. With a total time
lag of 328 microseconds from the trigger to 90% peak output,
this LED-based device ensures the reliable temporal precision
necessary for optogenetic stimulation parameters.
Photostimulation, especially with LEDs, has the benefit of
producing relatively low stimulation artifacts during simultane-
ous neural recording. In contrast, when electrical recording
devices are used with deep brain stimulation, large stimulation
artifacts are present during pulse delivery. These recording
systems include electroencephalogram recordings,34 evoked
potential recording,35,36 local field potential recording,37 and
single neuron recording.38 Each of these recording techniques
needs to actively control artifact suppression through filtering
and other methods to optimize signal-to-noise ratio during
electrical stimulation. Three sources of stimulus artifacts can
be identified at the recording electrode, including voltage gra-
dients, common-mode conversion, and capacitive coupling.39,40
However, an analysis by Clements et al.23 of electrical recording
during optogenetic stimulation revealed stimulation-induced
noise that occurred at microvolt-scale detection levels compared
to much larger millivolt-sized neuronal signals.23 Therefore, the
perturbations of optogenetic stimulation artifacts are dwarfed by
the electrical signals generated by the cells. These artifacts
were recorded using a multielectrode array (platinum-iridium,
pure iridium, tungsten); however, these low-frequency optical
artifacts can also be picked up by electroencephalogram record-
ings or by local field potential electrodes.41 Low-frequency
artifacts can be produced by a variety of processes ranging
from temperature kinetics changing the electrode conductance
to direct illumination of the metal electrode causing electron
emissions (known as the photoelectric effect).42 These particular
artifacts can be removed through high-pass filtering of the
signal.29
Delivering enough optical power to the site of stimulation is
imperative and requires powerful light sources and efficient
delivery systems. However, other parameters such as pulse
width and frequency of light pulses are important characteristics
of optogenetic stimulation parameters that need to be estab-
lished for each study. Generally, a pulse width range of
100 μs to 10 ms and a pulse frequency up to 200 Hz covers
the operating spectrum of optogenetic research.43 These param-
eters, however, are specific to the neuronal cell type, the
expressed opsin, and the activation patterns specified for the
experiment, and can vary greatly between experimental designs.
Determining the ideal parameters for an optogenetics study
requires extensive research and experimentation.
2.3 Fiber Coupling
One of the challenges in building a novel optogenetic microde-
vice is deciding on an interface to optimally transmit light from
the LED source to the neuronal tissue. Because power consump-
tion is a major concern with both battery-based and energy-har-
vesting systems, the interface coupling should be as efficient
as possible to reduce electrical demands. Some authors cited
in this paper are satisfied with cortical surface stimulation to
validate their device. However, most behavioral neuromodula-
tion research focuses on deeper brain structures and requires
a delivery method for the light. Optical fiber coupling is, there-
fore, an appropriate solution, as optical fiber materials effi-
ciently transport light while being biocompatible and inert to
organic tissue. Although some tissue damage does occur from
optical fiber insertion, a relatively small “kill zone” is created
when using small-diameter inert materials.44 Smaller-diameter
optical fibers are more preferable than larger ones because they
minimize neural necrosis along the insertion tract, as well as the
resulting inflammatory response.45 However, smaller fibers trans-
mit light less efficiently because of their more restrictive fiber
cores. In rodents, fiber diameters of up to 300 μm can be tolerated
by mice, while up to 400 μm can be tolerated by rats.46
Maximizing the coupling efficiency between the LED and
the optical fiber is important but can be difficult due to the
incredibly small optical fiber core compared with most source
LEDs. Typical LEDs fall in the hundreds of micrometers to
millimeter range, while micro-LEDs (μLEDs) are in the tens
of micrometers range.33,47,48 Although the dimensions of most
μLEDs are comparable in size to the diameter of an optical
fiber core, transmission efficiency is dependent on many factors
including the LED’s angle of incidence. A smaller core allows
for less incident light to enter and accepts only smaller angles
that propagate from the source. Therefore, multimodal optical
fibers, which have much larger core diameters compared with
single-mode fibers, offer better light transmission. A higher
numerical aperture (NA) will also offer better coupling effi-
ciency as it allows less light to escape through the fiber cladding
once it has entered the core. The NA can be defined as
NA ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
n2core − n2clad
q
; (2)
where ncore is the refractive index of the core, and nclad is the
refractive index of the cladding around the core. The NA is,
therefore, an important value to define the light-gathering capac-
ity of the fiber.49 Using a lens also aids in focusing the light
directly into the fiber; however, this increases the dimensions
of the microdevice, as spacing is needed between the lens and
the fiber equivalent to the focal length of the lens. Many cost-
effective lenses in the market have relatively large focal lengths
(∼3 mm), while lenses made of more sophisticated materials
have smaller focal lengths but can be costly. Lenses can greatly
increase the coupling efficiency of the light to the fiber as shown
by the following equation:
η ¼

NAðfiberÞ
NAðlensÞ

2
; (3)
where η is the coupling efficiency. This equation demonstrates
that the coupling efficiency can be increased with a lens as long
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as the NA of the fiber is greater than the NA of the lens
Typically, it is important to consider lenses with a refractive
index of 1.9 or greater; otherwise, the peak coupling efficiency
becomes equal to butt-coupling.50
Conventional methods for light delivery rely on acute optical
fiber stimulation, where the optical fiber can be inserted and
removed. The fiber is inserted only when the stimulation is
required, for example, during behavioral testing.15 This design
makes use of permanently fixed cannulas,15 such as those avail-
able from Doric Lenses.51 These cannulas are patched to min-
imize infection of exposed neural tissue, but can be opened
whenever a fiber needs to be inserted for experimentation.
The drawbacks from this method are apparent, in that continu-
ous reinsertion of the fiber can increase the likelihood of
breaking the fiber and clogging the cannula,46 as well as slightly
changing the placement of the stimulation site and altering
different neuronal activities during each fiber placement.50 In
contrast, permanently fixing only the optical fiber into the
brain without using a cannula leads to less tissue damage during
chronic behavioral experiments due to the thinner implant.50,52
Many researchers use only a short fiber segment that is perma-
nently implanted into the brain.53 When stimulation is needed, a
fiber-to-fiber connector can couple this segment to a longer fiber
that is connected to the light source. However, this connector
can result in up to a 50% loss in transmission efficiency and,
therefore, requires a powerful light source. Some limitations to
this approach do exist, such as unintended escaping of LED
light acting as a behavioral cue during stimulation.54,55
3 Devices
3.1 Tethered Systems
The optogenetic system by Clements et al.23 is a tethered device.
This means that throughout light delivery, the animal must be
connected by an optical fiber cord to a light source that is exter-
nal to the animal’s testing environment, as shown in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). Tethered systems typically face a problem with tan-
gling between the optical fiber cord and the animal, especially
if more than one animal is needed to study social behaviors. A
rotary connector can be used to ensure free-moving behavior
and uninterrupted optical connection within an open-topped
behavioral apparatus, but they restrict experiments that require
an enclosed home-cage top.56 Although a rotary connector
seems to be an ideal solution for tethered experiments, it causes
continuous pulling forces on the animal due to retraction of the
cord, and frictional torques during animal rotations. Careful
consideration of the animal species is important when using
a rotary connector, as mice are able to withstand torques of
up to 150 μN · m, while rats can exceed torque tolerations of
>300 μN · m.57 Therefore, optimization of pulling forces by
the rotary connector is necessary to keep the cord taunt without
causing unnecessary cord retracting stress to the animal. Despite
achieving rotary optimization, tethering can still alter behavior
and disrupt the naturalistic testing environment being sought,
potentially confounding behavioral experiments. Another
issue with the use of rotary connectors is the transmission effi-
ciency of the light source. Some commercially available rotaries
yield relatively high transmission efficiencies, while some give
much less (Prizmatix: 89%, Doric Lenses: 85%, ThorLabs:
65%). Tethered systems are not limited by the electrical
demands of their light source and can, therefore, deliver higher
optical power. Compared with portable devices, which are
restricted by their power supply and energy consumption, rotary
connectors do benefit an experiment when tethering cannot be
avoided.
Another function that can be conducted concurrently with
photostimulation is neuronal recording. Recording the electrical
signals of neurons produced by optogenetic stimulation gives
insight into the robustness of the photostimulation response
and subsequent spatial activity changes. Confirmation of con-
tinuous neuromodulation by the optogenetic system is achieved
through these recording electrodes, providing both temporal and
spatial information. Single recording electrode implants can
measure the effectiveness of the optogenetic device and are,
therefore, important tools to validate the device’s functionality.
Multielectrode arrays can measure the distribution of neuronal
activation from the light beam as it disperses out of the fiber
and into the tissue. This is because of the two-dimensional
spatial recording abilities of multielectrode arrays. Previous
applications of multielectrode arrays include neural network
dynamics,59 synaptic plasticity,60 visual perception,61 and phar-
macotherapies.62 Because optical transmission decreases as the
light passes through neural tissue [as shown by Eq. (1)], multiple
recording electrodes can help determine how much area of
activation is produced by the photostimulation. This is a useful
tool to ensure that a specific brain region of interest can achieve
the desired spatial coverage to ensure complete stimulation.
Although each recording electrode on the array can be replaced
with an electrical stimulator, conventional stimulation arrays are
only able to stimulate, and not inhibit electrical activity.
Current technology allows for multielectrode arrays to be fit-
ted with single optical fibers such as that by Wang et al.58 As
shown in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), a Pt-tipped 6 × 6 multielectrode
array tapered to 1 mm length with 400 μm spacing was used
to provide verification that electrical activity was modulated
locally in response to the light. Additionally, this system can
be adapted with closed-loop control features to set stimulation
triggers based on surrounding activity. These triggers ensure
that activity is modulated only when certain neural criteria
are met, helping to achieve the relevant behaviors at optimized
Fig. 1 (a) and (b) Optogenetic system by Clements et al.23 with a teth-
ered animal. (c) and (d) A multielectrode and optrode array by Wang
et al.58 capable of recording and stimulating a tethered animal.
[Source: (a) and (b) reprinted from Clements et al.23 with permission
from SPIE. (c) and (d) reproduced with permission fromWang et al.,58
Copyright year 2012, IOP Publishing. All rights reserved.]
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times without overstimulating the brain. This is an important
control feature in attenuating neurobiological diseases in animal
models, such as epilepsy, because they can be turned on as soon
as seizure-like waveforms are detected.63–65 However, one
drawback that can arise with such multielectrode arrays is that
multiple deep penetration points can cause brain injury during
insertion, especially when trying to stimulate and record from
deeper brain regions. Each recording electrode in the array
can be hundreds of micrometers in diameter, and each causes
neuronal damage as the array is driven into the brain. For
this reason, most studies using multielectrode arrays restrict
their measurements to cortical recording. The recording array
of Wang et al.,58 for example, only penetrated 0.5 to 1 mm
into the brain. This kind of invasive surgery can trigger a pro-
longed inflammatory and immune response66 that could sub-
sequently affect neural activity and confound behavior.
To avoid multiple penetration points during insertion of the
optical fiber and recording electrodes, as well as to record from
deeper brain regions, a solution is to combine the electrode and
LED onto a biocompatible material as a single piece, commonly
referred to as an optrode, and insert this into the desired region.
This combined optrode can simultaneously stimulate and record
from the same site and is a feature in the optogenetic system
fabricated by Cao et al.67 The team incorporated the LED and
electrode onto a single optrode for dual stimulation and record-
ing as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). Their design minimizes
power consumption by allowing full exposure of the LED to
the stimulation site without losing efficiency through optical
fiber coupling. This particular optrode is relatively wide,
measuring 900 μm. In contrast, commercially available optical
fibers for preclinical research are between 200 and 400 μm.
The system of Cao et al.67 also uses a particularly large
LED, measuring 1000 μm×600 μm×200 μm (PicoLED, Rohm
Semiconductor, Kyoto, Japan). However, technology is contin-
uously advancing to produce smaller and more efficient LEDs
that may be implemented in future designs. With advanced fab-
rication technologies and components, this device has potential
to be reduced in size for less traumatic implantation. Early optr-
odes for tethered freely moving experiments were first devel-
oped by Anikeeva et al.68 to record medial prefrontal cortex
response by local optical excitation and inhibition. Their group
produced four 25-μm-diameter polymer-coated nickel-chro-
mium alloy tetrode bundles that wound around a single 200 μm
optical fiber. The optrode was attached to a headstage to allow
open-field movement while tethered to the light source.
In their experiment, Cao et al.67 bypassed the ChR-2 trans-
fection process by procuring a transgenic Thy1-ChR2-YFP
mouse line. While anesthetized and in stereotaxis, the mouse
received blue light at 465 nm to the visual cortex created by an
LED, which changed neuronal electrophysiology monitored by
the recording optrode. Using transgenic animals can be advanta-
geous in that the opsin molecules are persistently expressed
throughout the brain. Unfortunately, obtaining such transgenic
animals requires greater resources and time than utilizing the
transfection process, as transgenic animals need to be geneti-
cally engineered and bred for several generations. Therefore, in
most cases, recombinant viral vectors are used to administer the
virus several weeks prior to the optrode insertion at the site of
Fig. 2 (a) and (b) An optrode fabricated by Cao et al.67 for dual stimulation and recording from a single
site. (c) and (d) An intricate recording/stimulating optrode by Rubehn et al.69 with a microfluidic channel
capable of delivering a virus for neural transfection. [Source: (a) and (b) are reprinted from Cao et al.67
with permission from IEEE. (c) and (d) are reprinted from Rubehn et al.69 with permission from Royal
Society of Chemistry.]
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stimulation. The virus is typically administered by direct injec-
tion into the brain region of interest using a micro-syringe. The
optrode is then implanted into the same spot after the virus is
completely transfected. This double-surgery approach, however,
adds surgical stress to the animal through anesthesia induction.
Although unavoidable in most nontransgenic animals, the initial
transfection surgery would have relatively little consequence in
neurodegeneration because neuronal loss and the glial-inflam-
mation response are considerably higher with persistent foreign
body implantation than acute stab wounds followed by object
removal.70 In general, glial response is biphasic with an early
activation of microglia and astrocytes followed by a restriction
of glial activity at the site closest to the implant (glial scarring).71
Nevertheless, maintaining opsin expression at the site of stimu-
lation can be difficult after the optrode has been implanted.
When retransfection is necessary for longer experiments, a con-
tinuous local viral transfection can be accomplished through the
implementation of microfabrication techniques and microfluidics.
Advances in microelectromechanical systems fabrication
techniques have allowed scientists to shrink down medical devi-
ces to the size of tiny chips. Lab-on-chip devices utilize micro-
fluidic channels to transport fluids to specific targets in order to
perform extensive laboratory-grade research in tiny settings.
Rubehn et al.69 have incorporated this technology to deliver
the soluble virus through microfluidic channels while also per-
forming optical stimulation and electrical recording on one sin-
gle microfluidic optrode, as shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Not
only does this allow a single invasive surgery to accomplish both
transfection and stimulation, it also enables microfluidic injec-
tion of the virus for on-demand, continuous transfection. This is
because cellular expression of virally transfected opsins dimin-
ishes over time, therefore, experimental timelines need to be
kept shorter or retransfection needs to take place. Once suffi-
cient time has elapsed to ensure recombinant viral transfection,
optical stimulation can begin to modulate neural activity and
concurrent electrical recording can take place. With such precise
fabrication processes, this fluidic delivery optrode hybrid has a
thickness of ∼250 μm, about the same thickness as many optical
fibers used. However, manufacturing such an optrode is not typ-
ically possible in most laboratories, as it needs a sophisticated
fabrication process. Prior research in design, materials, and
transport simulations must be realized before even the first
prototype can be constructed, therefore, fabricating this device
from scratch can be a laborious task even after all of the fabri-
cation equipment and machinery has been procured. Despite all
of these issues, the authors were able to successfully inject both
ChR-2 and NpHR at multiple depths when inserting this micro-
fluidic-optrode hybrid. After six weeks of recovery, they were
able to optically stimulate brain cells with both 473-nm light and
593-nm light with output powers of 21 and 14 mW, respectively,
while concurrently recording neuronal activity changes.
The current paper focuses on the advances in device compo-
nents and functionality to illustrate the evolution of optogenetic
microdevices from simple tethered systems to novel wireless
devices. However, it is worth noting here that technologies
have not progressed solely in electrical components. Optical
fibers, for example, have also seen improvements recently,
such as the tapered optical fiber developed by Pisanello et al.72
This fiber allows for dynamic illumination control along each
taper, which acts as a window for light to escape from the
fiber. Tapers are formed by locally removing the coating at
each site where it is needed. This optical fiber technology allows
multiple areas of the brain to be selectively targeted by photo-
stimulation along the track of the optical fiber through the use of
a single light source. However, sophisticated calculations and
simulations are necessary to predictably deliver enough optical
power through the desired tapers.
3.2 Portable Microdevices
Although the technologies described thus far (summarized in
Table 2) represent significant serial improvements in research
since the inception of optogenetic devices, a critical factor
for device development is portability. Some of the previously
described optogenetic systems were only able to stimulate anes-
thetized animals while they lay motionless under stereotaxic
conditions, while other studies used tethered systems to allow
some movement. Acute stereotactic optogenetics studies may
be suitable for research on neural connectomics, but behavioral
experiments require free-moving animals, with minimal devia-
tions from the animals’ natural settings to gather relevant data.
Tethering the animal to the optogenetic system deviates from
this natural setting as it restricts home-cage activity, spontaneous
pain, wheel running, and freely moving social interactions.73
With emerging technologies allowing biomedical devices to
become smaller than previously imagined, researchers have
designed devices that are small enough to be implanted subcu-
taneously,57,74,75 some with only minor components exposed
externally. These implantable devices allow the animal to
perform measureable behavioral tasks while freely moving.
Affixing headstage devices or optical fibers and cannulas to
the animal requires the skull to be largely exposed during sur-
gery. This exposure allows for adequate anchoring of cranial
Table 2 Parameters of tethered systems. Blank fields indicate no information given.
Parameter Ref. 23 Ref. 58 Ref. 67 Ref. 69
LED pulse width 500 μs 20 ms 25 to 100 ms 300 μs
Pulse frequency 1 HZ 8 Hz 1 to 20 Hz 0.5 Hz
Wavelength 465 nm 473 nm 465 nm 474∕593 nm
Light output 29.6 mW 1.8 mW 25 mcd 21 mW∕14 mW
Electrode width 16 μm 200 μm 900 μm 250 μm
Power density 916 mW∕mm2 0.7 mW∕mm2
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screws and coverage of dental cement to ensure a strong bond is
formed, helping keep the fixtures attached to the skull. The large
surgical site, use of bonding cement, and drilling of cranial
screws increase the stress on the animal associated with surgery,
and should be minimized. Smaller and implantable devices help
minimize these issues; this is one advantage of miniaturizing
portable devices. Just as important, small devices give the ani-
mal less material to grab on-to during self-grooming. A problem
associated with animal termination from a study is the animal’s
ability to grab a device or electrode and forcibly detach it from
their skull. This leads to damage to the device, a loss of resour-
ces and time spent on surgery and treatments, and increase in
the risk of injury or death to the animal.
The ability to implant a microdevice with no bulky compo-
nents can remedy animal mortality rates. By eliminating the
battery and harvesting energy through alternative sources, newer
and smaller devices can be fabricated that are easier to imple-
ment in preclinical research. A small chip measuring <9 mm2,
constituting the bulk of the device, is an important aspect of the
device of Yeh et al.,74 as seen in Fig. 3(a). This is achievable
through electromagnetic (EM) midfield energy harvesting,
which the device gathers from an exposed coil measuring
only 3 mm2. This energy accumulates onto a capacitor to
power the LED. The source of this propagating field comes
from a circuit board transmitting 500 mW of power, which is
about the average power level of cell phones, to sustainably
power the receiving coil even at distances of 15 cm. This system
propagates energy in the gigahertz spectrum within a range that
is safe when absorbed by biological tissue. This desired fre-
quency range can be sufficiently estimated as a time scale of
the amplitude variation of the EM field falling largely between
upper-bound and lower-bound values. The upper-bound value is
represented by the dielectric relaxation time constant of the tis-
sue, and the lower-bound value is represented by the electric
time constant. Finding an ideal frequency range for energy
harvesting is vitally important for the animal’s wellbeing.
The animal’s wellbeing is scrutinized by institutional research
ethics committees, and impacts on animal welfare profoundly
affect experimental outcomes.76 Reported values for muscle
tissue electric time constant and dielectric relaxation time con-
stant are 2.3 ns and 7.2 ps, respectively, giving a safe midfield
frequency range between 690 MHz and 2.2 GHz. The Federal
Communications Commission mandates that the maximum
permissible exposure to radio frequency (RF) power for humans
in controlled environments is 3.03 mW∕cm2.77 Although this
particular device was developed to stimulate cardiac muscle
cells in mice, it could be modified for optogenetic stimulation
of neural tissue either directly by cortical stimulation or through
the use of a fiber-optic cord for modulations in deep regions.
Other wireless and battery-less devices that can take advan-
tage of power transmission are available. This concept is becom-
ing more critical in the medical device field because of the
inherent problems associated with thermodynamic chemical
reactions that occur in them, including having a slow recharging
rate of several hours, limited charge/discharge cycles, and being
a biohazard if toxic materials are leaked.79,80 Batteries that sus-
tain sufficiently long stimulation periods are inherently large
and heavy, thus battery-based devices can interfere with the
movements of animals. Therefore, it is beneficial to fabricate
smaller battery-less microdevices to power the LED, which
can have greater potential in recreating the animal’s natural envi-
ronment during photostimulation. One solution is substituting
battery charging with capacitor charging through energy trans-
mission as previously described. However, charging a capacitor
to deliver energy to the LED would require multiple stacked
capacitors to meet the high energy demands of most medical
devices. Whereas batteries have sufficiently high energy den-
sities, their power densities are relatively low, while capacitors
have much higher power densities but lack in energy density.81
In order to solve this issue, a middle-ground is necessary, and
one solution lies in the use of supercapacitors. Supercapacitors
can achieve power densities several orders of magnitude greater
than batteries.82 Meng et al.81 describe the fabrication of such
supercapacitors that are flexible, solid-state, and are only 1 mm2
in size, yet offer a high area of capacitance at 1.3 mF∕mm2.
They proposed combining the supercapacitor circuit with a
boost converter in order to minimize the current load on the
supercapacitor, which will then charge a regular capacitor that
regulates the power to the load.
Using a supercapacitor for miniature optogenetic devices
powered by RF has the potential to substantially advance current
behavioral research, enabling investigators to run multiple
Fig. 3 (a) Transmission coil and circuit board described by Yeh et al.74 on a penny for size comparison.
The tiny size of this system allows it to be implantable within the cranial skin of the animal. (b) The head-
stage and antenna developed by Wentz et al.43 (c) Headstage fabricated by Ameli et al.78 incorporating a
recording electrode. [Source: (a) is reprinted with permission from Yeh et al.74 Copyright 2013, AIP
Publishing LLC. (b) is reprinted with permission from Wentz et al.43 Copyright 2011, IOP Publishing.
All rights reserved. (c) is reprinted from Ameli et al.78 with permission from IEEE.]
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animal studies in parallel. Devices with these capabilities are
able to continuously transmit neurostimulation signals to a wear-
able or implanted optogenetic device while the animal is in its
home cage. As shown in Fig. 3(b), Wentz et al.43 have developed
such a device to demonstrate control of animal behaviors by
stimulating adult Thy-ChR2 transgenic mice pyramidal cells
of the motor cortex and analyzing subsequent rotational move-
ments. Their device incorporated a low-strength oscillating
magnetic field peaking at 300 A∕m to charge a supercapacitor,
and power a 1 × 1 mm2 LED with 2 W of power in steady state
and 4.3 W in burst LED. Although their experimental setup was
to stimulate cortical cells at the surface of the brain, their device
can be adapted with fiber-optic cords to stimulate deeper
regions. The whole device was fitted on a headstage that the
animal wears and totals just 2 g in weight. Additionally, this
device can be equipped with a 1 g wireless telemetry compo-
nent, such as light detection or thermal data, to output data
back to a computer. Throughout operation of the device, the ani-
mal is electrically insulated from the device components to
ensure safety. The device is also monitored for heat generation
from the LED and integrated circuit. The maximum temperature
rise in steady-state operation was 0.6°C, representing a worst
case scenario and well within a safe range.
One additional method to further advance an optogenetic
microdevice would be incorporating a recording electrode to
wirelessly send information back to a computer for stimulation
readouts. Ameli et al.78 have accomplished this task as shown in
Fig. 3(c). Using a fiber-optic cord concurrently with electrodes
coupled to a headstage device with a wireless signal rectifier,
their device incorporates many of the evolutionary advances
discussed throughout this review. Their device is relatively
heavy at 7.4 g, but implementing technological advances to
the device, such as smaller components and custom integrated
circuits, can solve this problem as discussed by the authors.
Nevertheless, the device is small at 15 × 25 × 17 mm3. The
transmitter can power the device up to 7 cm away and can trans-
mit data back to a base-station computer>2 m away. This makes
it ideal for running studies with multiple animals in individual
home cages receiving power through multiple transmission
sources and sending the information back to a central computer.
Although this device has not been tested in vivo, it demonstrates
promise that future iterations can be developed that are smaller
and robust.
Smaller components and devices are being progressively
implemented in more recent portable optogenetic devices.
Rossi et al.83 fitted their LED onto an optrode that can be
inserted into the brain. This allows experiments by this device
to be performed in deep brain regions without relying on optical
fibers. Although these LEDs are considered relatively large
compared to smaller μLEDs, this device represents a marked
improvement in portable devices compared to those previously
discussed. As can be seen in Table 3, this newer device is
smaller, lighter, and has a greater transmission range than other
devices. It does, however, require a battery to recharge the
device every 2 h, and other limitations exist, such as a lack
of recording features. One important advantage of this system
is that all of the components are commercially available and the
device can be constructed in any standard neuroscience lab. The
ability for most laboratories to construct their own device
becomes harder as the device dimensions are reduced, advanced
components and functions are utilized, and more fabrication
technologies are required.
3.3 Implantable Devices
Miniaturization of optogenetic devices is far from being com-
pletely realized, as newer classes of implantable optogenetic
systems are being introduced that are several orders of magni-
tude smaller in scale compared to early systems. Implantable
devices take advantage of μLEDs that are inserted into the
site of stimulation and are, therefore, less reliant on optical fibers
to deliver light. Optical fibers are typically able to illuminate
ventral structures from the fiber tip, whereas μLEDs have the
advantage of complete customizations, including the shape and
size of the photostimulation. μLEDs can come in a range of
sizes (625 to 10;000 μm2), can be fitted on a two-dimensional
array and spatially controlled for different illumination patterns,
and can output light in different directions using reflective
surfaces.73 Because of the low power demands of advanced
semiconductor μLEDs, power harvesting systems through radio-
frequency scavenging make it possible for an optogenetic
system to be at least partially implantable at the site of
Table 3 Transmission and device parameters of portable devices. Blank fields indicate no information given.
Parameter Ref. 74 Ref. 43 Ref. 78 Ref. 83 Refs. 73 and 84
LED wavelength 590∕630 nm 470 nm Various 465.5 nm Various
LED size Varies 1 × 1 mm Varies 240 × 320 × 140 μm 50 × 50 × 6.45 μm
Stimulation site Tissue surface Cortical surface Anywhere via optical fiber Anywhere via implant Anywhere via implant
Device dimensions 9 mm2 <1 cm3 15 × 25 × 17 mm 14 × 17 × 5 mm ∼1 cm3
Weight 2 g 7.4 g 2.9 g ∼2 g
Receiver frequency 1.6 GHz 2.4 to 2.485 GHz 868 MHz 2.4 to 2.5 GHz 910 MHz
Transmission range 15 cm Several cm <7 cm 4 m 1 to 2 m
Data rate 1 Mbit∕s 320 Kbit∕s 250 Kbit∕s
Power source EM midfield RF scavenging Inductive power Rechargeable battery RF scavenging
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stimulation. In partially implantable systems, only the power
harvesting components are exposed outside of the skull to effi-
ciently harness energy and ensure animal safety. An example of
implantable devices that use wireless energy harvesting is the
device developed by Kim et al.84 Through advanced microfab-
rication techniques as described in their protocol,73 their device
demonstrates how multiple components can be integrated onto
a miniature system. The system layers functional components
onto an injectable microneedle to conveniently implant the
optrode. The multitude of functions performed by this single
optrode include electrophysiological measurements (Pt-contact
pad, microelectrode), optical measurement (silicon μ-IPD), opti-
cal stimulation (μLED array), and temperature sensing (serpen-
tine Pt resistor). When dealing with functional components in
close proximity to internal tissue, thermal management is imper-
ative for the animal’s safety and it is important to measure the
temperature during device validation. Their device’s μLEDs
produced <0.10°C change in temperature, which is much
lower than the ∼2°C temperature change produced by deep
brain stimulation.85 At a distance of 1 m and a radio-frequency
scavenger output of 4.08 mW, the group was able to produce a
7 mW∕mm2 optical power output. The RF power that reaches
the animal at this distance is between 0.15 and 0.77 mW∕cm2,
much lower than the maximum permissible exposure limits for
humans. These cellular-scale μLEDs are only 6.45 μm thick and
50 × 50 μm2 in area, which are more than a thousand times
smaller than conventional LEDs. A collection of four μLEDs on
the single optrode was able to increase self-stimulated lever
presses by mice associated with dopamine release in the ventral
tegmental area.
Integration of μLEDs onto an array is a useful tool to pre-
cisely stimulate brain regions with complex shapes or topo-
graphic neuronal cell types. In such cases, having the ability
to target the region of interest without photostimulating other
regions allows researchers to control neuromodulation experi-
ments at the cellular scale. Grossman et al.33 implemented
4096 μLEDs, each only 20 μm in diameter, to create a
4 × 4 mm2 optogenetic array. Each 3 × 3 mm2 light spot created
by these μLEDs produces up to 3 mW∕mm2 optical power. With
lenses, this light spot can be demagnified by 10∶1 to produce
a 0.3 × 0.3 mm2 light spot with 300 mW∕mm2. Each one of
these μLEDs can be individually switched on or off and contain
different wavelength emitters for a broader range of opsin
activation. This capability also allows μLED arrays to activate
certain clusters of neural populations within regions, maximizing
activation precision. Research in sensory prosthetics and other
studies involving topographic regions of interest can benefit
from the cellular-scale precision offered by this device.
4 Conclusion
Advances in medical technology and fabrication techniques
have enabled brain research and increased the scope of potential
studies. New devices are constantly being developed and distrib-
uted for use by researchers. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate only a small
portion of important considerations in developing optogenetics
devices. Understanding the trends and advances is important for
designing improved systems for up-to-date research methods. A
device is within reach that would contain a modifiable LED
source, recording electrodes, and a microfluidics viral delivery
system all on a single optrode. The chip would be small enough
to sit on top of the skull yet be implanted under the skin and
incorporate a tiny rectenna that wirelessly powers the device,
transmits information, and alters the parameters in real time.
This way, animal behavior studies can be performed in large
scale and in parallel. This will enable researchers to better
understand the core neurobiology of diverse neurological and
psychiatric disorders, and facilitate the rational development of
treatments for wide-ranging neural syndromes, such as depres-
sion, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s disease, and more.
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